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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Poverty reduction through inclusive growth is Nepal’s goal of development. In this
context, agriculture and rural development are central to poverty reduction and growth in the
country. GDP contribution of the sector remains significant although it has declined to about
38% from 70% in 1974/75 and about 60% in the 1980s. It still employs about two-thirds of the
labor force and is the main source of income for about 80% of the population. For such a
predominantly agricultural economy, Nepal still depends largely on monsoon rains. Therefore,
regulated and controlled year-round irrigation is critical to improved agriculture and agricultural
productivity especially in the context of need of adaptation to the vulnerability introduced by the
climate change. However, irrigation water can only reduce poverty if schemes are well managed.
Poverty incidence is also correlated with the location of beneficiaries within a scheme, e.g., tailenders are found to be typically poorer.
Nepal has a total land area of 14.7 million ha of which about 2.64 million ha
(18%) are under cultivation. The irrigable land is about 1.8 million ha (66%) of which more than
three-quarters of total irrigable land (1.4 million ha, 76%) lies in the Terai where the quality of
irrigation – in terms of quantity, timeliness, year-round availability – is likely to be better,
especially given the potential for groundwater use. The remaining 0.4 million ha is in the river
valleys, tars (uplands), and leveled terraces in Hills and Mountains. Only two-third (1.1 million
ha, 60%) of the potentially irrigable area has been covered by some irrigation infrastructure. Of
the command area covered by the infrastructure, typically two-third area is actually irrigated.
Less than one-fifth (0.45 million ha, 30%) of the total cultivated land receives year-round
irrigation. Many irrigation systems have not reached their planned levels of productivity. Public
irrigation systems have typically placed too much emphasis on simply supplying water, with the
expectation that farmers would carry out farm level development and management by
themselves.
In an otherwise liberalized agricultural economy – at least by sub-continental standards –
the irrigation sector has received significant investment, both from government and donor
agencies. So far, during the nineties, GoN spent over 10% of its development expenditure on
irrigation. So far the World Bank has extended 13 credits totaling US$387 million and Asian
Development Bank (ADB) has extended 9 credits totaling US$160 million to this sector. Many
other international and bilateral agencies such as Saudi Fund, OPEC Fund, EU have also been
active in providing assistance.
There is considerable pressure on irrigation systems in the form of structural and
operational weaknesses and the urgent need to increase agricultural growth through higher
yields, cropping intensities and high value diversification. The characteristics and problems of
the Irrigation sector in Nepal vary significantly between the Hills and the Terai. The Hill
schemes are traditional farmer-managed irrigation systems (FMIS) which suffer typically from
infrastructural weaknesses, owing to informal design and use of indigenous material as well as
ravages of nature. On the other hand, the Terai has relatively large public irrigation systems
(AMIS or agency-managed irrigation systems) which suffer from below-capacity performance,
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poor O&M, negligible cost recovery (below 5% on average) and inadequate maintenance funds.
Both the Hills and Terai irrigation systems suffer from low water use efficiency and low
agricultural productivity. With a few notable exceptions – which illustrate the potential for
synergistic growth – irrigation schemes have only moderately improved productivity and had a
modest impact on cropping intensity and crop diversification towards higher-value crops. The
ICR of the recent Bank-supported NISP, which closed in June 2004, emphasized the need to
integrate agriculture and water management interventions in order to derive full benefit from
investments in irrigation.
Irrigation remains a key constraint to the growth of agriculture, the main source of rural
livelihoods in Nepal. In spite of substantial decline in poverty incidence between 1995/96 and
2003/04 – overall poverty rate down by 11 percentage points to 31 percent and rural poverty rate
down to 35 percent (Nepal Living Standards Survey, 2003/04) - rural areas are still
characterized by widespread and persistent poverty. This reduction in poverty incidence is
largely attributed to remittance from Nepalese migrant workers. Both broad-based poverty
reduction and progress towards the MDGs requires acceleration of agricultural growth – a key
focus area of the Government of Nepal’s (GON) recent Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper
(PRSP) – based on the Tenth Plan, 2002/3–2006/7 – and of the Bank CAS, which is strategically
aligned with PRS. An improved and expanded irrigation system will be a key transformative
input for agricultural growth. By enhancing water control and management, it can facilitate
complementary investments in improved seeds, modern inputs and agronomic practices, and
market-related investments which, together, will raise crop yields, cropping intensity and farm
incomes.
The objective of the Irrigation and Water Resources Management Project (IWRMP) is to
“Improve and sustain irrigated agricultural productivity in selected irrigation commands and
manage water resources efficiently through effective regulatory measures and harmonized water
resources policy and acts.” This will be done through (a) irrigation infrastructure development
and improvement including promotion of micro-irrigation facilities for marginal and
disadvantaged groups of farmers; (b) completion and consolidation of irrigation management
transfer reforms; and (c) institutional and policy support for better water management and
productivity. The realization of these objectives will be measured by: (1) improvement in
indicators of irrigation service delivery; (2) greater collection and more effective use of water
charges by WUAs; and (3) increase in farm income through improvements in crop yield,
cropping intensity and diversification into higher value crops.
The Government of Nepal, Department of Irrigation, Irrigation and Water Resources
Management Project (IWRMP) has launched Irrigation Management Transfer Program under
Component-B with the financial help of the World Bank, the Government of Nepal and involved
Water Users Association (WUA). The program was commenced from 31st January 2008 and the
first phase of the program will end in June 2015 later on the World Bank and the Government of
Nepal managed Additional Financing (AF) for the second phase of the project for up to June 30,
2018.
The overall objective of IWRMP Component-B is to improve irrigation service
performance and service delivery to the selected irrigation systems in the Terai through the
4

completion and consolidation of Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT) to the concerned Water
Users Association (WUAs). The main activities to achieve the overall objective of Component-B
are mostly focused on infrastructure development through Essential Structures Improvement,
water management and Institutional Development and mitigation measures for social and
environmental impacts on the irrigation system. The expected output of the Irrigation
Management Transfer (IMT) program through the implementation of the program objectives are
efficient and equitable service delivery by financially and institutionally sustainable WUAs,
Improved physical performance of the selected irrigation schemes, Reliable bulk water service
delivery by Department of Irrigation (DOI) in line with the transfer agreement and Formation
and strengthening of WUAs to become self-governing, self-financing and self-regulating
organizations.
Component-B is engaged in ongoing work with 4 legally empowered WUAs which are
(or are intended to be) responsible for the operation and maintenance of 7 existing sub-systems
within 4 AMISs. This systems/subsystems were selected on the basis of condition of
infrastructure, receptive user organizations, and relatively favorable socio-political environment.
These four sub-projects are located within the four AMIS systems of Kankai, Siunsari Morang,
Narayani, and Mahakali. These 4 WUAs cover about 23,100 ha. and approximately 37,000
households, and an estimated population within these 4 sub-project areas of over 200,000
persons.

1.2

Objective of the Assignment

The overall objective of this proposed consulting service is Evaluation of WUA performance.
The specific objectives of this study are written below not limited to;

1.3



Assess the WUA activities in connection of institutional development.



Review the improvement of infrastructure through ESI work,



Assess the water management activities within the sub-systems,



Evaluate mitigation measures for social and environmental impacts,



Assess the activities of IMT agreement documents implement in the field

Scope of the Assignment

The main task of the consulting services is to conduct Evaluation of WUA Performance in IMT sub-system
named Sunsari Morang Irrigation System produce separate reports based on the following guidelines and
scope of works:
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1.

Review concerned documents of the project,

2.

The Evaluation of WUA Performance should conduct in close consultation with concerned
WUAs, project office, water users, stakeholders and local line agencies, consultants, donor and
client through individual interview, focus group discussion, participatory rural appraisal methods,

3. The Evaluation of WUA Performance should cover the Institutional development of WUA, water
management within the sub-systems, improvement of infrastructures and mitigation measures for
social and environmental impacts topics,
4. The Evaluation of WUA Performance report should content color photographs and cover page if
available,
5. The Evaluation of WUA Performance report should follow the following contents in the TOR
under the following heading. However, the headings can be changed by the consultant after
approval from the client
Institutional (WUA) Capacity Development
A.




B.








C.

WUA Office establishment and management
Arrange WUA office building (building, Signboard/charter/SP status/office letter pad/
receipts/voucher/office seal etc.)
Appointment of office support staff (Nos./type/gender/date/salary etc.)
Maintain registers (minute, feedback, outgoing/incoming and WUA asset )
Filing of WUA documents (constitution, certificate, memo etc.)
WUA organization, good governance and administration
List of water users based on irrigated land/total land in the command area
Inclusive and proper WUA formation based on the Constitution, Irrigation act, regulation
and policy (list of WUA executive members)
Registration of WUA in DWRC/IDD and Re-new with dates
Membership registration/General Assembly/election/Reshuffling of WUA (nos. and dates)
Formation of Branch/Tertiary/Sub Committees and their roles and responsibilities
(numbers, members and dates)
Role and responsibility of WUA executives and general members implementing properly
Conduct regular meetings, keep records and implement decisions
Program planning, Implementation, Monitoring & evaluation

WUA Resource Generation and Mobilization
Formulation of following regulations
 Financial,
 ISF collection,
 Resource generation and mobilization
 ISF collection (by individual farmers based on the land with receipt,/target/total amount
NRs. and achievement)
 Other source of income (type, amount etc.)
 Open Bank account, maintain ledger and Financial audit
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O&M Fund collection base on irrigated land (cash/kind)
Farmers contribution for system rehabilitation (% of total project cost)
Arrangement of Dhalpa etc. (nos/date/salary etc.)

D.

WUA Communication
 Project information and WUA Activities dissemination among the WUA and water users
(net working/inter linkage development among farmers to WUA)
 Training knowledge sharing among the water users

E.

WUA Linkage Development
 Linkage development and coordination (name of line agencies, date purpose etc.)
 Outside support to WUA (by whom, date, type of support etc.)

F. Institutional building/Capacity Development Trainings
 Training received (by whom, types, date, location, budget, nos. of participants etc.)
 Exposure visit (by whom, date, location, budget, nos. of participants etc.)
G. WUA Conflict Management
 Water right issues
 Formulate Water allocation/distribution regulation and implementing
 Plan/schedule for rotational water supply system
 Land issues
 Social issues
 Environmental issues
H. Women's participation in Irrigation
 Minimum 33% female involve in WUA executive committee
 Women in executive position (chairperson, vice-chairperson, secretary, treasurer)
 No gender discrimination (e.g. same wage for same work etc.)
 Women’s participation in the meeting, training/exposure visit (%)
I. System Operation, Maintenance and Management
 Know how about types and numbers of structures and their functions
 Formulate Canal Operation and Maintenance Plans (COMP)
 Maintenance of canal (duration)
J. Legal Aspect of WUA Know how about;
 Water Resources Act 2049,
 Irrigation Policy 2070,
 Irrigation Regulation 2056,
 Water Resource regulation 2050
 Water Resource Strategy 2059
 National Water Plan 2062 and
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Financial Rules of GoN
Have a copy of above (10.1) captioned documents with WUA
Amendment of WUA Constitution

K. Formulation of WUA By-laws:
 Administration,
 Irrigation Service Fee,
 Canal Operation, Maintenance and Management
 Financial Regulation,
 Water Allocation and Distribution,
 Election Regulation,
 Resource Mobilization,
 Share System,
 Conflict Management
 Other if any
L. Other Socio-economic information in brief
 Physical conditions of the canal systems (Intake, main, secondary, tertiary, regulator, drop,
culvert, gauge, drainage etc.)
 Migration status (in-out; seasonal/permanent within 5 years)
 Employment status (local Gov./none Gov. , India and Overseas)
 Agricultural status (% of people involved, main occupation, traditional/modern, inputs,
major crops, production)
 Health status {major diseases inc. HIV/AIDS, health institutions within the Command
Area (CA)}
 Educational status (literacy rate, educational institutions within the CA)
 Population within the CA (hh, pop, ethnicity/indigenous etc.)
M. Support of IMD/SMU
 IDP preparation
 Annual program
 Training materials
 ToT conduction
N. WUA Requirements if any
(II) Canal Operation & Maintenance and Water Management
A. Canal operation




Canal Operation, operations targets at different level of irrigation service
functions of water conveyance, controlling and measuring structures
water controlling and distribution structures
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Branch and Tertiary canals operation plan
canal operation-at different water availability situation
canal operation by WUA according to irrigation management transfer (IMT)
Normal and emergency canal operation by BC committee
Communication for canal operation
WUA rules for controlling mal-operation of the canal and structures

B. Canal Maintenance








Formation of maintenance group, walk through survey for maintenance need assessment
and prioritization.
Preparation of canal maintenance plan and operation schedule and implementation
schedule
Preparation of construction work plan and implementation schedule for earth work and
structural works mobilizing labor contribution.
Methods of works measurement and labor assessment.
WUA Monitoring of maintenance works
Methods of examination of quality of construction materials.
Tertiary canal maintenance techniques for higher efficiency

C. Water Management









Relation of plant, soil and water know how to the farmers
stages and methods of irrigation in Rice, Wheat, Maize and Potato
discharge measurement, Current meter, float and weirs ratings
matching supply and demands in different situations ( water shortage, excess and normal
period)
Preparation of water distribution schedule (proportionate and demand basis) in branch and
tertiary canals, methods of water distribution
Preparation of water distribution schedule in branch and tertiary canals
Preparation of parcellary map
Field irrigation scheduling from tertiary outlet.

III. Infrastructure Development


Improvement of Infrastructures as mentioned in the IMT agreementwillbe assessed
thoroughly.
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IV. Mitigation measures for social and environmental impacts
Following environmental issues will be assessed.

Social Issues














Loss of private land and immobile assets (including structures, tress, orchards, etc.)
requiring involuntary acquisition for widening canal width, head regulator and other
structures.
Loss of community resources and structures
Loss of source of income and lively hood
Health (including HIV/AIDS) and safety aspects of the labor and local people
Water rights - equity issue
Elite capture in both decisions making and accessing project benefits
Lack or inadequate consultation and participation
Disparity in accessing project benefits
Wage parity
Issues relating to women, dalits (Schedule Caste), janajatis (Schedule Tribes) and other
vulnerable sections
Conflicts and disputes and grievance redress mechanism
Other issues

Environmental Issues


















Erosion and Slope stability,
Spoil Bank Management
Unsustainable withdrawal of Water from Source (Surface/Ground water)
(D/S requirement of river for Bio-Diversity/ Depletion of GW table)
Excessive and unplanned quarrying of construction material
D/S water quality
Impediment of movement of wild life and people
Air quality/ Noise pollution
Aggradations / Degradation of river bed
Change in river morphology/ outflanking
Sediment intrusion
Water logging and drainage hazards
Disposal of construction spoils
Loss of timber, vegetation and deforestation
Loss of wild life due to project activities/ poaching/illegal fishing by labor
Nuisance due to disposal from labor camp
Any other issue
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Introduction of the System
2.1

General

The Sunsari Morang Irrigation Project, the largest irrigation system in Nepal has been established to irrigate
the area of 68000 hectors of Morang and Sunsari districts of eastern development region of Nepal. The
source river of this system is Koshi River. It is also called Chatara canal and it has the 60 cumecs capacity of
water discharge. It is located in the southeast Terai, a continuation of the Gangetic Plain. Figure 1 shows the
layout map of the SMIS project. The gross command area is larger than 100 000 ha with an irrigated area of
about 68000 ha. The SMIS is served by the Chatra Main Canal (CMC), which extends 53 km from the left
bank of the Koshi River in a general west to east direction, with a maximum capacity of 60 m3/second. A
series of secondary, sub secondary and tertiary canals run in a southerly direction nearly 20 km to the Indian
border.
The Sunsari Morang Irrigation Project, the largest irrigation system in Nepal has been established to irrigate
the area of 68000 hectors of Morang and Sunsari districts of eastern development region of Nepal. The
source river of this system is Koshi River. It is also called Chatara canal and it has the 60 cumecs capacity of
water discharge. It is located in the southeast Terai, a continuation of the Gangetic Plain. Figure 1 shows the
layout map of the SMIS project. The gross command area is larger than 100 000 ha with an irrigated area of
about 68000 ha. The SMIS is served by the Chatra Main Canal (CMC), which extends 53 km from the left
bank of the Koshi River in a general west to east direction, with a maximum capacity of 60 m3/second. A
series of secondary, sub secondary and tertiary canals run in a southerly direction nearly 20 km to the Indian
border.

2.2

Sitagunj Irrigation System (SIS)

Sitagunj Irrigation System (SIS) is one of the developed sub-system under Sunsari Morang
Irrigation Project (SMIP) having a command area of 7985ha and lies in the eastern Terai (plain) of
Nepal, between the latitudes of 26° 25' 00'' to 26° 38' 45'' degree North and longitude of 87° 10'
00'' to 87° 13' 15'' degree East. Elevation of the command area varies from 60 m to 75 m above
mean sea level (amsl). The command area of the system is surrounded by Bihar State of India in
the South, TengraKhola (Ramgunj Secondary Canal, S10) in the east, Budhi (Garaun)
Khola&Vishrampur Minor in the west and Chatara Main Canal (CMC) in the north. There are all
weather roads to reach the system from district head quarter Inaruwa and SMIP head office,
Biratnagar. The command area has a natural slope from north to south with a general gradient of
1:700.The system comprises of intake, Secondary Canal (S9), 10 Sub-secondary canals and 4
direct tertiary canals. In addition the system has 36 tertiary canals including 4 direct tertiary from
S9 and 273 watercourses. The total length of Sitagunj Secondary Canal (S9) is 14.34 km. The
design discharge of the Sitagunj Secondary Canal is 5.6 cumecs. Nearby 1 km length of the canal is
lined and rest is unlined. The lined canal is mainly situated at the downstream of the bridges,
Drops and culverts. The existing condition of the canal is good and working with around 60%
efficiency. The overall condition of structures within the Irrigation System is satisfactory and
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minor problem is seen in 20% of the structures. Previously Bridge cum Aqueduct situated at ch.
9+301 of S9 at ThalahaKholahas been washed out. Where new contract has been awarded for the
re-construction of the Single lane road bridge cum aqueduct and the construction of such is
ongoing at the present time.
The total length of all the sub-secondary canals excluding 4 numbers of direct tertiary canals is
26.03 km and their lengths vary from 0.328 km (S9-T3) to 7.579 km (SS9I). The discharge
carrying capacity of the canals varies from 0.085 cum (S9-T3) to 1.649 cum (SS9I). In some places
canals are damaged due to spill of water from canals; cutting of the banks by farmers for
irrigation; animal grazing on the banks; flood in the river / kholsi running parallel to the canals. No
major damage has been seen in the structures. A total length of the tertiary canals and water
courses are 82.8 km and 318.31 km respectively. The major defect has been observed in 10 % of
structures of the tertiary canals whereas this value for watercourses is 25% likewise, minor defect
in 40% of the structures of the tertiary canals and 50% of the structures of the watercourses. Most
of the water regulating gates are working properly.
2.3

Ramgunj Irrigation System (SIS)

It is to be noted that the present study is focused on only the Ramganj secondary canal of the SMIP.
As per documents received from the concerned authorities, a total length of the Ramganj Secondary canal
named as S10 is 11.463 km and is serving 4845 ha land. The discharging capacity of the Ramgunj branch
canal is 4.95 cumecs and it bifurcates from CMC at chainage 28.12 KM. Ramgunj S10 is situated in
between Ramganj secondary canal and Biratnagar secondary canal.
The record of land acquired by the government of India for the construction of higher level canals during its
initial stage of development is not available including the area occupied by the canals, their infrastructures
and the site office compound. Presently, there are no any itspucca buildings and any kachhi hutment at
Ramgunj site. The site has no tree and other properties like heavy machines. All the machines have already
been handed over to Mechanical Division no.1 Office at Biratnagar, under the Department of Irrigation. It is
mentioned by the SMIS Office that some vehicle like Jeep and motorcycles can be transferred to the
WUA’s. But the capacity of WUA / WUO to maintain and operate the vehicle should be considered.
Ramgunj branch canal S10 off takes from CMC at chainage 28.12 Km 94 RD west from Khanar. The S10
system has the command area around 4,950 ha and carries 4.95 Cumecs discharge. The S10 comprises of
intake, secondary canal itself, 5 numbers of sub secondary canals SS10A, SS10B, SS10C, SS10D and
SS10E and 6 direct tertiary canals S10 T1, S10T2, S10T3, S10T4, S10T5 and S10T6. In addition the
system has 13 other tertiary canals off-taken from the sub secondary and 225 watercourses. The system is
fed by Chatra Main Canal (CMC) at RD 94 and the source of the CMC is the Koshi River which is a
perennial type. The canal network diagram describes about the number of sub secondary canals and direct
tertiary canals with their respective lengths, discharges, command areas, and flow depths. This information
is presented in Figure 2.
Figure 1: Canal Networks within the Ramgunj Secondary Canal
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S10 (Ramgunj Secondary Canal)
6845 Ha - Command Area
4.950 Cum - Discharge
66.0 cm - Depth of flow
S10T1
200 Ha
0.258 Cum
30.4 Cm

S10T2
147 Ha
0.190 Cum
26.8 Cm
SS10A
1470 Ha
1.896 Cum
85.6 Cm
S10T4
193 Ha
0.249 Cum
29.7 Cm

SS10C
812 Ha
1.047 Cum
38.2 Cm
S10T6
203 Ha
0.262 Cum
26.9 Cm

SS11
420 Ha
0.542 Cum
35.5 Cm

0+110
L=2128m

0+790

L = 360m

L=940m
0+905

L=4800m

2+715

L=2740

3+590
3+730

L=3533m

4+830

L=3554m

SS10B
1114 Ha
1.437 Cum
44.8 Cm

10+133

S10T5
129 Ha
0.166 Cum
29.7 Cm

11+460

SS10D
728 Ha
0.989 Cum
35.5 Cm

L=3370

10+848
L=227m

S10T3
590 Ha
0.697 Cum
39.9 Cm

L=1850m

L=6170m
SS10E
1370 Ha
1.767 Cum
63.5 Cm
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Methodology
The assignment – evaluation of WUA performance in IMT was conducted in Sitagunj branch of
Sunsari-Morang irrigation systemand report was prepared based on the guidelines provided in
the Term of Reference (ToR) and was covered institutional development of WUA, canal operation,
maintenance and water management, and mitigation measures for social and environmental
impacts.
7.1. Data collection and analysis
7.1.1. Review of documents
Altogether three kinds of documents were reviewed – first, documents regarding management
transfer likeReview and study Project Implementation Manual (PIM), Project Appraisal Document
(PAD), Irrigation Management Transfer Agreement (IMTA); second, earlier inline progress and
field reports; finally, legal aspects of WUA and other documents like Water Resources Act 2049,
Irrigation Policy 2070, Irrigation Regulation 2056, Water Resource regulation 2050, Water
Resource Strategy 2059, National Water Plan 2062, Financial Rules of GoN, WUA constitution and
other relevant published and unpublished reports.
7.1.2. Field survey and selection of respondents
For the evaluation of WUA in irrigation management transfer, three major topics were
considered: first, Institutional capacity development of WUA; second, Canal operation,
maintenance and water management and in third Social and environmental impacts. The
Evaluation of WUA Performance was conducted in close consultation with concerned WUAs,
project office, water users, stakeholders and local line agencies, consultants, donor and client
through individual interview or Key Informant Interview (KII), Focused Group Discussion (FGD),
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA). Major respondents and information collection process in the
fieldwere presented in the table 2.
Topic
Sub-topic

Major
respondents

Information

Evaluation of WUA in Irrigation Management Transfer
Institutional capacity
development
Primary level of WUA
Secondary level of
WUA

FGD

Canal operation,
maintenance and water
management
Project office
Primary level of WUA
Secondary level of WUA
Users
FGD
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Social and environmental
impacts
Project office
Primary level of WUA
Stakeholders and line
agencies
KII

collecting
tools

KII

KII
PRA

PRA

Table 1: Major respondents, and information collection process in the field for WUA performance evaluation of
SMIS, Sitagunj

7.1.3.

Information organization and analysis approach

The information - qualitative and quantitative - obtained through field surveys was analyzed in
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) and Excels. The obtained information was correlated
with three kinds of document’s review mentioned in ‘Review of document’ topic above. In this
way, based on findings from field surveys and review of documents, presentstatus of the
performance of WUA in irrigation management transfer was identified and suggestions were
made for the further improvement.

Scope and limitation of the study
The main aim of consulting servicewas to evaluate WUA Performance in IMT sub-system named
Sitaganj branch of Sunsari Morang Irrigation System and produce reports based on the following
guidelines and scope of works:
 Review concerned documents of the project,
 The Evaluation of WUA Performance wasconducted in close consultation with concerned
WUAs, project office, water users, stakeholders and local line agencies, consultants, donor
and client through individual interview, focus group discussion, participatory rural appraisal
methods,
 The Evaluation of WUA Performance was covered the institutional development of WUA,
water management within the sub-systems, improvement of infrastructures and mitigation
measures for social and environmental impacts topics and was primarily based on the
selected study sites of the irrigation system.
 Preparation and submission of report as per ToR in acceptable language.
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Results and Discussions
9.1. Institutional (WUA) Capacity Development
9.1.1 WUA office establishment and Management
Office establishment of WUA is the most important prerequisite for the successful operation of the
Water Users Association. There are three tier of WUA in SMIS, Sitagunj. The uppermost WUA
called as Water users coordination committee (WUCC) at secondary level canal of main canal,
13Water users committee (WUC) at sub secondary level canal of secondary canal and tertiary
canal of main canal and273Water Users Group (WUG) at water course of main canal, secondary
canal, sub secondary canal and tertiary canal . New office building of main committee had started
to construct in 2071 and completed in 2072B.S. There is no any office building for WUC and WUG.
Currently, they are using respective president home as office room for meeting conduction and
documents storage. There is one regular staffs in office of WUCC of WUA to support the office
activities. The detail of office support staff is as below:
S.N

Name of staff

Designation

Gender

1

Hussen Ali

Computer
operator

Male

Salary
Source
(month) of
Salary
12000
WUA
income

Selection
criteria
Advertisement

Table 2: List of office support staff

Figure 2: Office building of WUCC, SMIS, Sitagunj

Consultant found that WUA has used official letter pad, stamp, registration of letter, signboard etc.
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The executive committee of WUCC is responsible for keeping legally document such as IMTA,
Organization certificate, renew etc.
Ramgunj
9.1.2 WUA organization, good governance and administration
In SMIS, Sitagunj,there are 7 to 9members in the WUG. WUCis formed from its watercourse
committees. The no of members in WUC depends on number of WUG that the WUC have. WUC
are 13 in number. There are 13 members in WUCC, which consists of chairperson, secretary and
11 members. There are all together 273 general assembly members.
The WUCC, which was registered on B.S. 2050-12-28 at DAO Sunsari having registration no 169.
The WUC and WUG need not to be registered as they are under the WUCC. The WUA
organization chart is presented in figure 2.

WUCC
(13 members), (273 GA members)

SS9A

SS9B

SS9C SS9D SS9E SS9F

SS9G SS9H

SS9I

SS9J S9-T1

S9-T2 S9-T3T4

WUC
(Total 13
nos)

WUG
(273 nos)

Figure 3: Organization chart of WUA in SMIS, Sitagunj

In sitaganj branch of SMIP, Management transfer was held in 2067 Mangsir. Whereas, committee
formation process conducted in 2068 Jestha and amendment of statute was held after the
formation of the committee, soprovision of female candidate, vice chairperson and treasurer
according to WUA By-laws cannot be fulfilled. In addition, provision of 33%female candidate in
main committee according to irrigation regulation has not followed. WUA has planned to
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participate 33% of female candidate as per irrigation policy and executive committee as per WUA
By-lawsforWUCC in near future. The list of executive members of WUA has presented in Annex II.
SIS has strong WUAs to perform the irrigation management activities. The elected team in each
tier controls the management of the system.
The WUCChas distributed more than 5000 membership to users of Sitagunjirrigation system.
TheWUCC organized regular meeting on 17th of each month, whereasWUC and WUG
organizedmeeting whenever necessary to direct the functionaries, resolve conflicts, discuss
financial matters and adjust rules and operational policies, maintenance of canal etc. The General
assembly has held in annual basis to share the work accomplished and formulate the plan for the
next year.
WUA has prepared the annual program and almost all the activities has implemented.WUA are
aware about the roles and responsibilities in each tier of committee. Before evaluation of
maintenance works, sub-committee monitors the works and report to SMIP office.
9.1.3 WUA resource generation and mobilization
The major sources of WUA are ISF, membership fee, hiring of excavator and tractor, Road tax, etc.
The person selected by the WUA is responsible for ISF collection from users. In SMIS, Sitagunj 6
person are selected for ISF collection. Initially, after IMTA the ISF rate was NRs 300/ha now the
WUA of SMIS,Sitagunj has increased it to 450/ ha for F.Y. 2072/2073. The figure 3 shows ISF
collections and target in last Four years of SMIS,Sitagunj.
2500000

2000000

1500000

1000000

500000

0
FY 068/069

FY 069/070

FY 070/071

Collection

Target

Figure 4: ISF collection and targets in last Four years of SMIS, Sitagunj

Source: WUA, SMIS, Sitagunj (2015)
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FY 071/072

From above figure, we can clearly see that the ISF collection is not satisfactory. It is not positive
sign for sustainability of WUA as ISF is major source of income for WUA.
Beside ISF collection, the other total income of last year (FY 070/071) is 12, 20,000 as
miscellaneous and house rent.
The WUA of KIS mobilizes the collected ISF in different categories. The Table 4 showsdetails of ISF
mobilization.
Activities
Government revenue
Sub secondary committee
Transfer to sub secondary committee
Transfer to water course level
Remuneration to ISF collecting institution
Chatara main canal Maintenance

ISF share (in Sitagunj)
10%
10%
20%
35%
20%
5%

Table 3: ISF Mobilization of WUA, SMIS,Sitagunj
Source: WUA, SMIS, Sitagunj(2015)

The main committee of WUA of SMIS, Sitagunjhas opened bank account in Nepal Bank Limited,
Duhabi branch, and Everest BankLimited Duhabi branch, Chairperson and Secretary have
authorization for signature in bank cheque.WUA main committee; SIS has performed external
auditing their account for the fiscal year 070/071 with atotal income of NRs.86, 07,415.44. The
net saving at the end of FY 070/071 according to audit report is 1, 21,550.99. The saving in
various bank accounts is as shown in table 5
S.N. Bank Account
Saving Amount
Remarks
1
NepalBankLimited,Duhabibranch, Saving
69628.77
account
2
NepalBankLimited,Duhabibranch,Current
9243.51
account
3
Everest BankLimited Duhabi branch
24949.98
Table 4: Saving in different bank of WUA, SMIS, Sitagunj
Source: WUA, SMIS, Sitagunj(2015)

The WUA of SMIS, Sitagunj collected operation & maintenance cost as cash and kind fromusersof
tertiary canal where maintenance works are required. Farmers contribute 10% of total project
cost as contribution for system rehabilitation. The expenditure was made for salary for office
support staff, JCB driver, tractor driver, office support expenses, maintenance of JCB, tractor,
motorbike, computer, monitoring and general assembly etc. There are 17 number of Dhalpa, who
are responsible for canal operation. They are under control of Water distribution sub committee
of WUCC. All of their salary has paid by SMIP office.
9.1.4 WUA communication and linkage development
Since representatives of WUCC are the members of the WUC, he/she is responsible for
disseminating any information of main committee to lower tiers of the committee. Similarly,
representatives of the WUC committee are responsible for the information sharing to the WUG.
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However, for quick information sharing, lower tiers of committee are informed by making
telephone call. Along with telephone call, a motorcycle has been provided to Chairperson of
SMIS,Sitagunj branch to disseminate the information and for administrative purpose. Local
newspaper alsoused for the information dissemination.
There is a good linkage between water users and executive committee. They have reported that
experience gained from training, exposure visits were shared to water users. Beside SMIP office,
they have good coordination with District Agriculture Development Office (DADO). The details
of support from DADO office is presented in table 6.
S.N. Type of support
Nos
Remarks
1
Thresher
6
2
Power Tiller
3
3
Spray
4
Table 5: Support from DADO
Source: WUA, SMIS, Sitagunj(2015)

Until date WUA has not get any support from other NGOs/INGOs and other institutions.
9.1.5 Institutional building/ capacity development trainings
Trainings
After IMTA Sufficient, capacity development activities for WUA were conducted. Table 7
represents the type of training, date of conduction and numbers of participants (Male/female)
involved after IMTA.
S.N. Subjects
Participants
Date
Female Male Total
1
First consultation and mass meeting on 1000 8 June-23 Dec,
IMT orientation
2009
2
Second consultation on IMT orientation
754
25
April-19
May, 2010
3
Third consultation on IMT orientation
268
22
August,
2010
4
IMT Orientation to WUCC members and 12
12
20-24/4/2010
SMU staff
5
Orientation training to WUCC members 13
13
5/5/2010
on Action Plan Preparation
6
Information Dissemination Workshop 148
5-8 July, 2010
related to IMT of IWRMP-B (4 packages &
one day for each package)
7
One day Orientation training on IMT
210
3-8 July, 2010
(6 packages)
8
Introductory workshop related to IMT of 20
19-21
July,
IWRMP-B
2010
20

9
10
11
12

2 days training on ISF collection and
management (SS 9 C - D)
Construction management & quality
control (2 days)
7 days training on structure calibration
Structure calibration training

16

17

33

26-27/6/2011

18

15

33

28-29/6/2011

-

13
7

13
7

20-28/8/2011
26 Sept – 1
Oct, 2011

13

Construction management and quality 16
control (2 packages & 2 days for each
package)

54

70

09-10 January,
2012 &
09-10
Feb.
2012

14

26

26

30-31 January,
2012

15

Two days Workshop on WUA Capacity Development and Orientation Related to
Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT)
Account record keeping
-

35

35

16

ISF collection & management

-

35

35

17

Office management

-

35

35

18

“On and Off Farm Water Management”

01

29

30

20 – 21 June,
2012
22 – 23 June,
2012
26 – 27 June,
2012
22-24 January,
2013

19

“Review and Interaction” workshop on 1
Present Status of IWRMP/IMT and WUA
of SMIS

25

26

11-12, March,
2013

20

“Awareness Creation in Collection of ISF”

NA

NA

NA

21

“Facilitator Skill Development and
Training Management” (Training of
Trainers)
Water Management

5

20

25

06-10
May,
2013
30
May-10
June, 2013

1

25

26

50

50

many

many

22
23
24
25

ISF Collection and Management (2 0
packages)
On-the-job training by TA-B staff
many
ISF collection and management training to
the WUA members and farmers. 2 days
training. 32 participants in each package

21

96

19-21
June,
2013
19-22
June,
2013
various and
ongoing
28-05-2013

26

On and Off farm water management
training to tertiary/TC canal members. 2
days training. 32 participants in each
package.

96

04-06-2013

27

Good governance and leadership
development. 2 days training, 30
participants at each package

120

19-02-2014

28

Gender awareness and women's
participation in irrigation, Training to all
male and female members of main branch
and tertiary Committee, 2 days training,
30 participants in each Package.
One-day workshop on ISF collection and
membership collection at BC level. 30
participants in each package.
One-day
workshop
on
office
establishment at BC level. 40 participants
in each package.
One-day workshop on dissemination of
WUA rules and regulations mentioned in
WUA constitution Bi- Laws 40
participants in each Package.

90

21-03-2014

120

14-03-2014

120

20-04-2014

120

21-05-2014

29
30
31

Table 6: Name of trainings organized for WUA, SMIS, Sitagunj
Source: WUASMIS, Sitagunj(2015)

The Satisfaction level of Training activities is as shown in table8

Training activities

Satisfaction level (in Sitagunj)
No use

Farmer’s field school
Off-seasonal vegetable farming
Fertilizer management training
Gender awareness and woman
participation
Construction management and
quality control
Training of Trainer
Calibration training
Office management training
Computer training
Irrigation service fee and
account keeping
Seasonal workshop

Low

Mod

high
√

V. high

√
√

√
√
√
√
√
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Leadership development
training
Water management training
Farmers data, description of
irrigated area
Resource collection and
mobilization
Study and observation tour
*Mod.-Moderate, V. high-Very high

√
Source: (CPREC)

Table 7: Satisfaction level of Training activities

WUA has received sufficient information on role and responsibilities of water users, ISF
collection and management, crop management, income generation, leadership development,
account keeping etc. WUA are facing difficult to conduct trainings in the field of cooperative,
agriculture, agriculture mechanization and processing.
Exposure visits
Beside the trainings, WUA has exposure visits to similar systems in Nepal as well as abroad. Table
9shows the details of exposure visit.
S.N. Subjects
Participants
Date
Female Male Total
1
Observation tour to WUA members
1
29
30
July 2011
2
China Visit
2
2
June 2015
Table 8: List of exposure visits
Source:WUA SMIS, Sitagunj (2015)

Farmers and executive members had selected for exposure visit to Kankaiirrigation system of
Nepal. The WUA and farmers hadfocused on the water management process within the command
area, application of irrigation methods, collection of Irrigation Service Fee (ISF) and its
management etc. and sustainability of transferred irrigation system. This type of interaction,
discussion and sharing experience enhanced them for well management of the system.
9.1.6 WUA conflict management
There are three sub committee in the secondary committee of sitagunj system for the effective
governance of the irrigaion services and they are listed below
1. Water distribution committee: Subalal yadav, Gopal Raj Bhandari and Kamal Narayan
chaudhari
2. Construction management committee: subalal yadav, Tapan das, Deep Narayan Chaudhari
3. Tractor and excavator operation committee: Tapan Das, subalal yadav, Gopal Raj Bhandari
For any issue, committee in each watercourse or sub secondary level solves it. If not these
subcommittee deals with the various types of conflict raised due to the water distribution and
other issues. Moreover, for big issues of conflict SMIP office and WUCC will finally resolve it.
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The conflict usually arises due to water right. Other conflict that arises in the system was
prioritization for maintenance of canal, land issue i.e. using land of other users as field channel in
tail end of watercourse. To solve the conflict arises due to water right issue WUA of SMIS, SitagunJ
hasimplemented Rotational method between right and left part of the Sitagunj secondary canal in
winter season.
9.1.7 Women's participation in irrigation
There should be 33 % of women participation in WUA By-laws.WUA of SMIS, Sitagunj did not
implement this law. WUA has planned to participate 33% of female candidate in main committee
in near future. The women were involved in decision-making process, meetings, trainings, and
exposure visits etc. There is gender discrimination in wage parity. Men are getting NRs 400
whereas; female are getting 350 as unskilled labour.
9.1.8 System operation, maintenance and management
An asset inventory was prepared and provided to WUA during IMTA. WUA of SMIS, Sitagunjwas
given training about various structures of canal, their types and function. Therefore, WUA of
SMIS, Sitagunj does not feel any difficulties to know about the different canal structures, types,
their function etc.There are 17 operator (Dhalpa) working inSMIS, Sitagunj. They are responsible
for operation of canal. WUA in coordination with SMIS staff have formulated the canal operation
and maintenance plan. The rotational method of irrigation for winter season is less effective, as
each household of watercourse has no fixed duration of irrigation according to their land sizes,
gates in the watercourse that comes from the sub secondary canal is functionless, sudden
breaking of structures, lack of water in the Chatara main canal, bullying influence of elite farmers
in tail reach.
Maintenance is the organized procedure for keeping the system in such condition that it is able to
perform constantly and reliably its intended function. Therefore, regular and emergency
maintenance activities are necessary to run the system properly. Emergency maintenance
including most of the regular maintenance has taken up after demands collected from jointly
walk thru survey with WUA. Then staff of SMIP office and WUA prioritizes the works according
to the importance and budget availability. The maintenance works of canals are carried out by
the WUA, however; large volume of works is tendered by SMIP office.WUA contribute10 %
(kind) of the total maintenance work. Farmers’ feeling that government of Nepal is responsible
for the maintenance of secondary canal was one of the reasons behind low kind contribution
according to the farmers.
9.1.9 Legal Aspect of WUA
WUA of SMIS, Sitagunj has formed based on Organization Registration act 2034. The IMTA
documents, registration and renew of WUA organization and WUA By-laws are most important
legal documents, which are available in WUA office. Lastly, WUA has made 1stamendment 2067
of bylaws .WUA has planned to higher amendment of bylaws to include 33 % of women
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participation in executive committee of WUA and some other consideration of irrigation policy
2070.
9.1.10 Socio-economic information
The Sitaganj branch of Sunsari Morang Irrigation Syatem covers 10 VDCs of Sunsari district. These
VDCs are Amaduwa, Amahibelaha, Aurabani, Chandbela, Chimadi, Chhitaha, Ekamba, Madheli,
Satterjhora and Simariya. The major ethnic groups in the surrounding area are Tharu, Brahmin,
Muslim, Yadav, Chhetri, Dusad/Paswan/Pasi, Musahar and others. Tharu is the dominant
population in the area. The average population in the surrounding area is 5.5 per household. The
total number of households and the population of the current water users in the project area are
12850 and 70675 (Male-34772, Female -35903) respectively. The male population is 49.20%
and female population is 50.80%.The female population is more than the male population. Out of
the total population in the command area about 90% are Hindus and 5% Muslims. From the
family structure viewpoint, in all the household under the command area joint and nuclear family
are found.
There are 30 primaries, 35 pre-secondary and 17 secondary school run by the GoN in the
surrounding area of SMIS,Sitagunj branch. There are also some boarding schools run by the
private sector. The permanent migration is not significant in the project area within the last 5
years. However, there is seasonal migration of persons searching for work. Most of the farmers
have settled in the command area earlier in time. The land distribution in the command area is not
uniform.
Agriculture is the main occupation of 85% of the economically active population in the area. 15%
of the populations have other professions. Few women were found active in social activities.
However, the society is male dominant as most parts of the country. Agricultural practices are to
some extent tending towards farm mechanization through the use of tractors and attachments,
threshing machines etc. The predominant crops are paddy rice, wheat, maize, jute, sugarcane and
vegetables. Cropping pattern in the command area is as follows:
Ashar to Mansir
Summer paddy, Sugarcane, Jute and Others
Kartik to Chaitra Wheat, Pulses, Oilseeds, Maize and Others
Chaitra to Ashar
Spring paddy, Pulses and Others
In addition, seasonal vegetables are practiced in each season for their own use and selling purpose
to some extent. An average yield of the summer paddy and spring paddy are 4.1 and 4.5 ton per ha
respectively whereas this value for wheat is 1.6 ton per ha and for maize 4 ton per ha.
After construction of Sitagunj Irrigation System, the agriculture production has been increased by
double in the command area. Cropping pattern has changed after introduction of irrigation in the
system and since then the cropping intensity has increased significantly and is more than200% at
present. New varieties of seeds and required amount of fertilizers are also available near by the
market of the command area.
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9.1.11 IMD/SMU support
The sub-project management unit (SMU) is formed for the execution of Component "B" of IWRMP
program in SMIP office. This is the focal body with overall responsibilities for the implementation
of IMT program and works in close coordination with WUA.
The WUA of SMIS,Sitagunj has good coordination with SMU.SMU is continuously supporting WUA
to prepare institutional development and water management action plan, TOT conduction,
providing training materials and preparing annual program.
9.1.12 WUA Requirements








After FGD with WUA the following requirements are noticed;
Support from DOI and Irrigation ministry for strong law about ISF collection.
Support for office building of WUC and WUG.
Water distribution training for proper water distribution.
Exposure visit to similar system in India for better exposure.
Intermixing of local khola with canal for getting higher discharge.
Training in the field of cooperative, agriculture, agriculture mechanization and processing.

9.2. Canal Operation & Maintenance and Water Management
9.2.1 Canal operation & Maintenance
There are 17 operator (Dhalpa) working in SMIS, Sitagunj. They are responsible for operation of
canal. The WUG and respective users carry out operation of the system below watercourse. WUA
in coordination with SMIP office staff have formulated the canal operation and maintenance plan.
In monsoon, all the gates associated in the Sitagunj secondary canal are opened and there is no
necessity of the rotational distribution of water. In winter, the system is divided into left and right
of the secondary canal and water scheduling is conducted in every 4 days interval. The rotational
method of irrigation for winter season is less effective, as each household of watercourse has no
fixed duration of irrigation according to their land sizes, gates in the watercourse that comes from
the sub secondary canal is functionless, sudden breaking of structures, lack of water in the
Chatara main canal, bullying influence of elite farmers in tail reach.
Emergency maintenance including most of the regular maintenance is taken up after demands
collected from jointly walk thru survey with WUA. Then staff of SMIP office and WUA prioritizes
the works according to the importance and budget availability. WUA contribute10 % (kind) of
the total maintenance work. WUA kept record of earthen type maintenance at the WUA office.
They have a record of cash and kind expenditure contributed for maintaining canal. WUA of
SMIS, Sitagunj has good knowledge of examining quality of construction materials, which they
gain from training givenbySMIP office and IWRMP consultant.
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9.2.2 Water Management
In SMIS,Sitagunj there is no major problem of water acquisition and water right; however, there
is scarcity of supply of water during winter season. In rainy season, whole command area is
benefitedby the system.WUA and farmers of SMIS, Sitagunjget different training related to water
management from IWRMP, which is very beneficial, them to know relation of plant, soil, water
and different stages of irrigation for different crops.Parcellary map for SMIS, Sitagunjis prepared
but WUA still does not get copy of it. The schedule for rotational water supply system was
prepared.
Small V-notch and cut-throat weirs have been fabricated and installed for measurements on
lower level canals in intensive water management pilot areas. Lysimeters have been designed,
constructed, installed and Water flow, water loss, and evapotranspiration measurements are
being taken. Local farmers are involved in the process of measuring losses. These direct field
loss measurement are currently being taken and used in the COP pilot test areas. AltogetherCut
throat flume -4 nos, V-notches -8 nos, Lysimeter -18 nos, and Soil Tensiometer-10 nosare
installed under intensive water management activities. Figure 4: shows Small Cut-Throat Flume
Installation

Figure 5: SmallCut-Throat Flume Installation

All irrigation system control structures have also been painted with unique identifying
nomenclature, which includes structure type, number, and location. Designated WUA members
are taking Readings regularly. These are excellent developments, and fundamental in providing
the WUA with the basic tools needed for water management. Completion of calibration of all flow
measurement structures on sub-secondary and direct tertiary canals make farmers easier to
understand the quantity of water they receive. It is necessary that WUA and staff should
understand about supply and demand in command area. Figure 5: shows calibration of gate.
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Figure 6:Shows calibration of gate
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A sample of calibration table is as shown in table 10, below.

Rating Table for SS9B Weir
Head over weir crest
cm
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

Discharge Remarks
lps
10
28
52
82
115
153
194
238
286
336
389
445
503
564
628
693
761
832
905
979

Table 9: Sample of Calibration Table for Flow Measurement Structure at SMIS-Sitagunj

9.3. Infrastructure development
The ESI works consists of improvement and new construction of several structures from SS9A
to SS9Jsub secondary canals in different location of S9 i.e.9th canal that came from the Chatara
main canal or Sitagunj branch of SMIS. The works are mainly Construction and improvement of
aqueduct, cross drainage, culvert, division box, road crossing, Drain crossing, village road
bridge structures, gravelling, canal Reshaping and PCCliningetc.Table 11represents the ESI
activities and their progress.
No.

1

Contracted
Amount (incl.
VAT) [NRs]

Description

Package 1(Protection work of different
Structuresat ch.0+000 to ch.3+286 km of S9
and different chainage of SS9A,B,C & D Canal
systems of Sitagunj Secondary Canal)

29

15,064,445

Progress

Remarks

Completed

IWRMP
funded

2

3

4
5

6

7

Package 2(Protection work of different
Structures at ch.3+646 to ch.9+900 km of S9
and different chainage of SS9T1,T2,T3,T4,SS9E & SS9F Canal systems of
Sitagunj Secondary Canal)

19,059,303

Package 3 (Protection work of different
Structures at ch.9+906 to ch.14+340 km of
18,176,878
S9 and different chainage of SS9G,H,I & J Canal
systems of Sitagunj Secondary Canal.)

Completed

Completed

IWRMP
funded

IWRMP
funded

WUA Payable (Canal Bank Strengthening,
Raising and canal reshaping WorksIn S9,
SS9B-T4,S9-T1,T2,T4,SS9D & SS9F Canal
Systems of Sitagunj Secondary Canal.)

5,990,600

Completed

WUA Contribution(Canal Reshaping
Workofall Canal Systems of S9)

9,812,100

Completed

Cross drainage structures, pipe culverts,
villageroad bridge, gravelling works on
1,05,97,719.99
service roads of SS9A, SS9B, SS9C& SS9D
Canal systems of Sitagunj Secondary Canal.
Cross drainage structures, pipe culverts,
villageroad bridge, gravelling works on
service roads of S9-T4 & SS9E Canal
systems of Sitagunj Secondary Canal.

1,02,30,213.33

IWRMP
funded

Completed

Completed

DOI
funded

DOI
funded

Completed

DOI
funded

1,05,92,009.26

Completed

DOI
funded

10

WUA Contribution (Gravelling works of
service roads).

84,10,700.00

Completed

11

WUA Payable (Gravelling works of
service roads)

59,82,600.00

Completed

14,21,000.00

IWRMP
Completed part
remaining
works.

8

9

12

Cross drainage structures, pipe culverts,
villageroad bridge, gravelling works on
service roads of SS9F&SS9G Canal systems
of Sitagunj Secondary Canal.
Cross drainage structures, pipe culverts,
villageroad bridge, gravelling works on
service roads of SS9H, SS9I& SS9J Canal
systems of Sitagunj Secondary Canal.

Gate repairs and maintenance works

1,06,15,852.82

Table 10: ESI activities and their progress
Source: SMIP,Sitagunj (2015)

30

DOI
funded

According to WUA, more than 3000 ha area gets irrigation after construction of Thalaha Aqueduct
cum SLR Bridge, i.e. due to ESI works. Improvement of service road and construction of culverts
made easy accessibility for WUA Inspection, monitoring and controlling of water delivery. Flow
can be controlled easily due to maintenance of gates.
9.4. Mitigation measures for social and environmental impacts
The Social and Environment Management Plan (SEMP) was prepared that was approved by
IWRMP on Jan 2012. The overall objective was to mitigate the adverse social and environmental
impacts due to the ESI activities. The SEMP team visited in all branch canals from SS9A to SS9J and
identified the ESI whose SEMP needed to be prepared. The ESI structures who's SEMP conducted
are as follows;
 Drain Inlet Structures Construction
 S9-T1 (Tertiary Canal) Protection
 Canal Protection
9.4.1. Social issues
The respective farmers have donated their land voluntarily for the new outlets and associated
new watercourse canal. Similarly, with support from WUA, SMIP office acquired some of the
encroachment area of secondary and sub-secondary canals. During reshaping of canal works
from (SS9A to SS9J) sub-secondary canals, while making banks the trees and other existing crops
was replaced. The trees planted in the bank side had caught during reshaping works and the
trees were owned to the farmers who had planted it. In SMIS, Sitagunjthere is no major problem
of water acquisition and water right; however, there is scarcity of supply of water during winter
season. In addition to this, there is proportionate participation of women, backward groups and
vulnerable groups in the community, but active participation is not satisfactory. Disparity of wage
is prevailing in Terai. To raise the status of women, backward group and vulnerable groups in
society, capacity development of these groups through agriculture trainings, skilled enhancement
trainings, and value add training in agriculture produce etc. Conflicts and disputes and grievance
redress mechanism is in developing process.
9.4.2. Environmental issues
The focused group discussion with executive committee reported that, the canal sections have
been damaged by encroachment of people and animals into the canal. Beside this, rats and local
reptiles have made holes and damaged in the canal section. The continuation of such practices
will have adverse impact on the sustainability of the canal system. The changes in river
morphology of Thalaha&TengraRiver have damaged the command area and the canals of the
system. Gabion protection work, earthen embankment, bioengineering works had done by SMIP
office to mitigate damage of canal and command area by river morphology change.
Farmers are facing problems of high sediment intrusion canal. The ESI improvement activities do
not use toxic chemicals or dangerous construction technologies. All the construction materials,
methods and technologies are of general use. Therefore, D/S water quality is not changed. The
irrigation water has not affected water logging problem in project area. In some places, these
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problems are due to drainage problem, which is to be tackled by appropriate drainage structures.
Construction of permanent outlets controlled farmers diverting water to their fields by cutting
and breaching the canal banks. Similarly, construction of Footbridges and VRBs across canals in
different places made easy access for movement of wild life and people
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9.5. Summary of Evaluation of WUA performance in SMIS, Sitagunj:
S.N

Particulars

Descriptions

A

Organizational Indicators

A1

WUA office
established and
management

A2

WUA organization,
good governance and
administration

A3

WUA resource
generation and
mobilization

 Three tier of WUA, the uppermost WUA called as
Water users coordination committee (WUCC),
13Water users committee (WUC) and 273 Water
Users Group (WUG).
 One regular staffs in office of WUCC.
 WUC and WUG are using respective president
home as office room.
 13 members in WUCC (chairperson, secretary
and 11 members).
 273 general assembly members.
 Provision of 33% female candidate in main
committee according to irrigation regulation has
not followed.
 WUCC has distributed more than 5000
membership.
 Regular meeting of WUCC is organized on 17th of
each month.
 WUC and WUG organized meeting whenever
necessary.
 Prepared the annual program and almost all the
activities has implemented.
 Major sources are ISF, membership fee, hiring of
excavator and tractor, Road taxetc.
 Person selected by the WUA is responsible for
ISF collection.
 After IMTA the ISF rate was NRs 300/ha now
increased to 450/ ha.
 ISF collection is not satisfactory.
 The net saving at the end of FY 070/071 is
1, 21,550.99.
 WUA collected operation & maintenance cost as
cash and kind from users of tertiary canal where
maintenance works are required.
 Farmers contribute 10% of total project cost as
contribution for system rehabilitation.
 17 number of Dhalpa remunerated by SMIPoffice
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A4

WUA communication








A5

Institutional
building/capacity
development training








A6

WUA Conflict
management







andunder control of Water distribution sub
committeeof WUCC are responsible for canal
operation.
Representative from lower tier committee are
responsible for disseminating any information.
For quick information sharing, lower tiers of
committee are informed by making telephone
call. A motorcycle has been provided to
Chairperson to disseminate the information.
Local newspaper also used for information
dissemination.
Good linkage between water users and executive
committee.
Good coordination with District Agriculture
Development Office (DADO) and SMIP office.
After IMTA Sufficient, capacity development
activities were conducted.
Received sufficient information on role and
responsibilities of water users, ISF collection and
management, crop management, income
generation, leadership development, account
keeping etc.
Facing difficult to conduct trainings in the field
of
cooperative,
agriculture,
agriculture
mechanization and processing.
Water management process within the
command area, application of irrigation
methods, collection of Irrigation Service Fee
(ISF) and its management etc. and sustainability
of transferred irrigation system were focused
during exposure visits.
Three subcommittee for effective governance of
the irrigation services.
For any issue, committee in each watercourse or
sub secondary level solves it. If not these
subcommittee deals with the various types of
conflict raised due to the water distribution and
other issues.
For big issues of conflict SMIP office and WUCC
will finally resolve it.
To solve the conflict arises due to water right
issue; WUA has implemented rotational method
between right and left part of the Sitagunj
secondary canal in winter season.
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A7

Women’s
participation in
irrigations

A8

System
operation,
maintenance and
management

A9

Legal aspect of WUA

 Women participation in main committee is
absent.
 WUA has planned to participate 33% of female
candidate in main committee in near future.
 Women were involved in decision-making
process, meetings, trainings, and exposure visits
etc.
 Gender discrimination in wage parity.
 Male are getting NRs 400 and female are getting
NRs 350 as unskilled labour.
 17 head-regulator operators (Dhalpa) are
responsible for operation of canal.
 The rotational method of irrigation for winter
season is less effective, as each household of
tertiary has no fixed duration of irrigation
according to their land sizes, gates in the
watercourse that comes from the sub secondary
canal is functionless, sudden breaking of
structures, lack of water in the Chatara main
canal, bullying influence of elite farmers in tail
reach.
 Emergency maintenance including most of the
regular maintenance has taken up after
demands collected from jointly walk thru
survey with WUA.
 Staff of SMIP and WUA prioritizes the works
according to the importance and budget
availability.
 The maintenance works of canals are carried out
by the WUA, however; large volume of works is
tendered by SMIP office.
 WUA contribute 10 % (kind) of the total
maintenance work.
 Farmers’ feeling that government of Nepal is
responsible for the maintenance of secondary
canal was one of the reasons behind low kind
contribution
 WUA of SMIS, Sitagunj has formed based on
Organization Registration act 2034.
 The IMTA documents, registration and
renew of WUA organization and WUA Bylaws are most important legal documents,
which are available in WUA office.
 WUA has made 1stamendment 2067 of
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A10

Socio economic
information in brief

bylaws.
 WUA has planned to higher amendment of
bylaws to include 33 % of women
participation in executive committee of
WUA and some other consideration of
irrigation policy 2070.
 Covers the ten VDCs of Sunsari district.
 Total number of households and the
population are 12850 and 70675 (Male34772, Female -35903) respectively.
 Average population in the surrounding area
is 5.5 per household.
 Major communities of the project area are
Tharu, Brahmin, Muslim, Yadav, Chhetri,
Dusad/Paswan/Pasi, Musahar and others.
 Tharu is the dominant population in the
area.
 In the command area about 90% are Hindus
and 5% are Muslims.
 30 primaries, 35 pre-secondary and 17 secondary
school run by the GoN and some boarding schools
run by the private sector in surrounding area.
 Permanent migration is not significant
However; there is seasonal migration of
persons searching for work.
 Agriculture is the main occupation of 85% of the
economically active population in the area. 15%
of the population have other professions.
 Few women were found active in social
activities.
 Agricultural practices are to some extent tending
towards farm mechanization through the use of
tractors and attachments, threshing machines
etc.
 The predominant crops are paddy rice, wheat,
maize, jute, sugarcane and vegetables.
 Cropping pattern has changed after introduction
of irrigation in the area.
 Cropping intensity has increased significantly
and is more than 200 % at present.
 New varieties of seeds and required amount of
fertilizers are also available near by the market
of the command area.
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A11

Support of IMD/SMU

A12

WUA requirement

B
B1

Technical Indicators
Canal operation &
Canal maintenance

 WUA has good coordination with SMU.
 SMU is continuously supporting WUA to prepare
institutional
development
and
water
management action plan, TOT conduction,
providing training materials and preparing
annual program.
 Support from DOI and Irrigation ministry for
strong law about ISF collection.
 Support for office building of WUC and WUG.
 Water distribution training for proper water
distribution.
 Exposure visit to similar system in India for
better exposure.
 Intermixing of local khola with canal for getting
higher discharge.
 Training in the field of cooperative, agriculture,
agriculture mechanization and processing.
 17 head-regulator operators (Dhalpa) are
responsible for operation of canal.
 WUG and respective users carry out operation of
the system below water course.
 WUA have formulated the canal operation and
maintenance plan.
 In monsoon, all the gates associated in the
Sitagunj secondary canal are opened and there is
no necessity of the rotational distribution of
water.
 In winter, the system is divided into left and
right of the secondary canal and water
scheduling is conducted in every 4 days interval.
 Rotational method of irrigation is less effective
as each household of water course has no fixed
duration of irrigation according to their land
sizes,gates in the watercourse that comes from
the sub secondary canal is functionless, sudden
breaking of structures, lack of water in the
Chatara main canal, bullying influence of elite
farmers in tail reach.
 Emergency maintenance including most of the
regular maintenance is taken up after demands
collected from jointly walk thru survey with
WUA.
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B2

Water management

 Staff of SMIP and WUA prioritizes the works
according to the importance and budget
availability.
 WUA contribute 10 % (kind) of the total
maintenance work.
 WUA kept record of earthen type maintenance at
the WUA office.
 They have a record of cash and kind
expenditure contributed for maintaining canal.
 No major problem of water acquisition and
water right; however, there is scarcity of supply
of water during winter season.
 In rainy season, whole command area is
benefited by the system.
 WUA and farmers get different training related
to water management from IWRMP, which is
very beneficial, them to know relation of plant,
soil, water and different stages of irrigation for
different crops.
 Parcellary map is prepared but WUA still does
not get copy of it.
 The schedule for rotational water supply system
was prepared.
 Small V-notch and cut-throat weirs have been
fabricated and installedfor measurements on
lower level canals in intensive water
management pilot areas.
 Lysimeters have been designed, constructed,
installed and Water flow, water loss, and
evapotranspiration measurements are being
taken.
 Local farmers are involved in the process of
measuring losses. These direct field loss
measurement are currently being taken and
used in the COP pilot test areas.
 Altogether Cut throat flume -4 nos, V-notches -8
nos, Lysimeter -18 nos, and Soil Tensiometer-10
nos are installed under intensive water
management activities.
 Designated WUA members are taking Readings
regularly.
 All irrigation system control structures have also
been
painted
with
unique
identifying
nomenclature, which includes structure type,
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B3

C
C1

number, and location.
 These are excellent developments, and
fundamental in providing the WUA with the
basic tools needed for water management.
 Completion of calibration of all flow
measurement structures on sub-secondary and
direct tertiary canals make farmers easier to
understand the quantity of water they receive.
Infrastructure
 ESI works consists of improvement and new
development according
construction of several structures from from
to agreement
SS9A to SS9J sub secondary canals in different
location of S9 canal.
 Works are mainly construction andimprovement
of aqueduct, cross drainage, culvert, division box,
road crossing, Drain crossing, village road bridge
structures, gravelling, canal Reshaping and PCC
lining etc.
 More than 3000 ha area gets irrigation after
construction of Thalaha Aqueduct cum SLR
Bridge, i.e. due to ESI works.
 Improvement of service road and construction of
culverts made easy accessibility for WUA
Inspection, monitoring and controlling of water
delivery.
 Flow can be controlled easily due to
maintenance of gates.
Environmental Indicators
Social issues

 Respective farmers have donated their land
voluntarily for the new outlets and associated
new tertiary canal.
 With support from WUA, SMIP office acquired
some of the encroachment area of main,
secondary and tertiary canals.
 Proportionate participation of women, backward
groups and vulnerable groups in the community,
but active participation is not satisfactory.
 Disparity of wage is prevailing in Terai.
 To raise the status of women, backward group
and vulnerable groups in society, capacity
development of these groups through
agriculture trainings, skilled enhancement
trainings, and value add training in agriculture
produce etc. is necessary.
 Conflicts and disputes and grievance redress
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C2

Environmental issues




















mechanism is in developing process.
Canal sections have been damaged by
encroachment of people and animals into the
canal.
Rats and local reptiles have made holes and
damaged in the canal section.
Changes in river morphology of Thalaha
&Tengra River have damaged the command area
and the canals of the system.
Gabion protection work, earthen embankment,
bioengineering works had done by SMIP office to
mitigate damage of canal and command area by
river morphology change.
Farmers facing problems of high sediment
intrusion canal.
ESI improvement activities do not use toxic
chemicals
or
dangerous
construction
technologies.
All the construction materials, methods and
technologies are of general use.
D/S water quality is not changed.
The irrigation water has not affected water
logging problem in project area.
In some places, water logging problems are due
to drainage problem, which is to be tackled by
appropriate drainage structures.
Construction of permanent outlets controlled
farmers diverting water to their fields by
cutting and breaching the canal banks.
Construction of Footbridges and VRBs across
canals in different places made easy access for
movement of wild life and people

Table 11: Summary of Evaluation of WUA performance

Conclusions and Recommendations
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IMTA in SMIS, Sitagunj has important role because of government financial constraints and poor
management performance. WUA might play important role for the success of irrigation
management transfer as WUAs performance is much better than the government. WUA of SMIS,
Sitagunj seems weak in many activities.
Institutional capacity building: The WUAs organizationat central level is well maintained. A
regular meeting held once in a month, however; number of meeting can be organized as per
requirements. WUA has maintained separate account for maintenance works and ISF collection.
They have performed regular internal and external auditing in each year. The major resource
generation of WUA is ISF and the collection rate is found very low as per target, which is weak
point for sustainability of the organization.Other important sources of income are hiring
excavator, tractor and road service tax,etc. Dhalpaare used for canal operation in secondary and
sub-secondary canal. The salary for them is paid by SMIP office. It is very essential to increase the
target of ISF collection in near future as well as WUA and farmers should be sensitive for ISF
collection to reduce the government expenses and to fulfill the IMTA objectives.
The training program and exposure visit to similar irrigation project in Nepal is very useful to the
farmers. WUA has received sufficient information on role and responsibilities of water users, ISF
collection and management, crop management, income generation, leadership development,
account keeping etc.This type of interaction, discussion and sharing experience enhanced them
for well management of the system.
Canal operation and maintenance: The canal operation and maintenance plan was developed
by SMIP office and WUA. The COP is under implementation for winter crop. Emergency
maintenance including most of the regular maintenance are taken up after demands collected
from jointly walk thru survey with WUA.WUA has strong participation for maintenance of
watercourse canal.
Water management: Rotational supply of water is practiced to minimize scarcity in winter
season. All irrigation system control structures have also been painted with unique identifying
nomenclature, which includes structure type, number, and location. Designated WUA members
are taking readings regularly. These are excellent developments and fundamental in providing
the WUA with the basic tools needed for water management. The rotational method of irrigation
is less effective, as each household of watercourse has no fixed duration of irrigation according to
their land sizes, gates in the watercourse that comes from the sub secondary canal is functionless,
sudden breaking of structures, lack of water in the Chatara main canal, bullying influence of elite
farmers in tail reach.
Parcellary map preparation is complete, so it will be easy for water management at various
outlets in near future. The calibration ofall structures make easier to know discharge from rating
table.
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Infrastructure Development: The estimate prepared during IMTA for ESI part and DOI part
has abundant contribution for infrastructure development in SMIP, Sitagunj to operate canal
smoothly. IWRMP part, farmer's contribution, farmer's payable part and DOI part were
completed. However, additional reconstruction work is under construction. According to WUA,
more than 3000 ha area gets irrigation after construction of ThalahaAqueduct cum SLR Bridge,
i.e. due to ESI works. Improvement of service road and construction of culverts made easy
accessibility for WUA Inspection, monitoring and controlling of water delivery. Agricultural
productivity has increased; waterlogging areahas reduced.
Mitigation measures for social and environmental impacts: The SEMP was conducted
whether the ESI activities will have negative impacts. There were no any major issues regarding
to social and environmental impacts. Some of the areas were identified to minimize the impacts;
the construction works to those structures minimizes these issues.
The following things to be considered for the accomplishment of IMTA goal:
 WUA of main committee has own office building, maintain account and audit each year,
conduct regular meeting, so we can say main committee is towards good governance and
administration, however, lower tier of committee i.e. WUC and WUG should be strengthen
for regular meeting conduction ,maintaining account and auditing each year etc.
 Most of the women are Burdened by household responsibilities and sidelined in the public
arena, women have remained powerless to change and improve their situation, face social,
economic, political, and physical discrimination, exploitation, and marginalization — much of
which is based on gender myth, superstition, and unsubstantiated religious claims. So various
activities such as gender sensitization and awareness raising, social mobilization, economic
development activities, organization/network building and strengthening and building on
changes etc. are needed to women, for empowerment. Completion of provision of 33%
female candidate according to irrigation regulation would also empower women towards
leadership development.
 Coordination to other agencies like DADO, NARC, FAO and other NGO/INGO is very
important for capacity development of WUA, conduction of income generation activities for
farmers, value add training and establishment of market center.
 Cooperative training, income generation and agriculture mechanization training shall be
promoted for WUA income rising.
 Additional ESI works completion, COMP plan implementation from watercourse level,
calibration of all structures should be done for proper water management.
 There are many management transfer type project running from the past with various name
but the common goal or final was to reduce the burden on the government by transferring
the system to the WUA, capable of undertaking such large system with their own financial
resources. For these one thing is always hindering Nepal to achieve its target that is the Wefeeling. Until we don’t instill we-feeling among the stakeholder and users, whatever we do
there will be always underachievement. So, the ultimate thing is to foster we feeling, for that
we need to carry out such type of trainings, exposure visits to another system may be outside
the irrigation system which have such feelings.Development of We-feeling is necessary in
WUA and farmers for sustainability of system.
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WUA and users of SMIS, Sitagunj are not sensitive towards ISF collection as they would be.ISF
collection is not satisfactory as per target as well as target may not sufficient for WUA in
upcoming days as IWRMP will phase out and whole responsibilities must be abide by WUA.
So ISF collection rate should be increased as well as WUA and farmers should be sensitive
towards ISF collectionfor WUA sustainability.
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Annex: 1Check list
Check list for the Evaluation of WUA performance in Irrigation Management Transfer
(IMT)
(The checklist will cover individual interview, PRA and FGD with farmers, WUA members, Project
staffs and other stakeholders related to irrigation systems)
1. Name of the Irrigation Systems:
2. Location of the irrigation systems:
3. Name of WUA:
4. WUA registration Date and Registration no:
5. Location and Address of WUA Office:
6. Net command area:
7. Number of Households:
8. Number of WUA members(male and female):
9. Numbers of General Assembly Members (male and female):
10. Ethnicity/Cast Distribution in Command Area:
11. Land holding size (Average):
12. IMT Agreement Date:
13. IWRMP First Phase Completion Date:
1 Objective 1: To assess the WUA activities in connection of institutional development
A. WUA Office establishment and management
1.1.1Arrange WUA office building (building, Signboard/charter/SP status/office letter pad/
receipts/voucher/office seal etc.)
1.1.2Appointment of office support staff (Nos./type/gender/date/salary etc.)
1.1.3Maintain registers (minute, feedback, outgoing/incoming and WUA asset)
1.1.4Filing of WUA documents (constitution, certificate, memo etc.)
B. WUA organization, good governance and administration
1.1 List of water users based on irrigated land/total land in the command area
1.2 Inclusive and proper WUA formation based on the Constitution, Irrigation act, regulation and
policy (list of WUA executive members)
1.3 Registration of WUA in DWRC/IDD and Re-new with dates
1.4 Membership registration/General Assembly/election/Reshuffling of WUA (nos. and dates)
1.5 Formation of Branch/Tertiary/Sub Committees and their roles and responsibilities
(numbers, members and dates)
1.6 Role and responsibility of WUA executives and general members implementing properly
1.7 Conduct regular meetings, keep records and implement decisions
1.8 Program planning, Implementation, Monitoring & evaluation
C. WUA Resource Generation and Mobilization
Formulation of following regulations
1.1 Financial,
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1.2 ISF collection,
1.3 Resource generation and mobilization
1.4 ISF collection (by individual farmers based on the land with receipt,/target/total amount
NRs. and achievement)
1.5 Other source of income (type, amount etc.)
1.6 Open Bank account, maintain ledger an
1.7 Financial audit
1.8 O&M Fund collection base on irrigated land (cash/kind)
1.9 Farmers contribution for system rehabilitation (% of total project cost)
1.10 Arrangement of Dhalpa etc. (nos/date/salary etc.)
D. WUA Communication
1.1 Project information and WUA Activities dissemination among the WUA and water users (net
working/inter linkage development among farmers to WUA)
1.2 Training knowledge sharing among the water users
E. WUA Linkage Development
1.1 Linkage development and coordination (name of line agencies, date purpose etc.)
1.2 Outside support to WUA (by whom, date, type of support etc.)
F. Institutional building/Capacity Development Trainings
Training received (by whom, types, date, location, budget, nos. of participants etc.)
Exposure visit (by whom, date, location, budget, nos. of participants etc.)
G. WUA Conflict Management
1.1 Water right issues
1.2 Formulate Water allocation/distribution regulation and implementing
1.3 Plan/schedule for rotational water supply system
1.4 Land issues
1.5 Social issues
1.6 Environmental issues
H. Women's participation in Irrigation
1.1 Minimum 33% female involve in WUA executive committee
1.2 Women in executive position (chairperson, vice-chairperson, secretary, treasurer)
1.3 No gender discrimination (e.g. same wage for same work etc.)
1.4 Women’s participation in the meeting, training/exposure visit (%)
I. System Operation, Maintenance and Management
1.1 Know how about types and numbers of structures and their functions
1.2 Formulate Canal Operation and Maintenance Plans (COMP)
1.3 Maintenance of canal (duration)
J. Collect and analysed the following provisions/documents
1.1 Administration,
1.2 Irrigation Service Fee,
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1.3 Canal Operation, Maintenance and Management
1.4 Financial Regulation,
1.5 Water Allocation and Distribution,
1.6 Election Regulation,
1.7 Resource Mobilization,
1.8 Share System,
1.9 Conflict Management
1.10 Other if any
K. Socio-economic information in brief
1.1 Physical conditions of the canal systems (Intake, main, secondary, tertiary, regulator, drop,
culvert, gauge, drainage etc.)
1.2 Migration status (in-out; seasonal/permanent within 5 years)
1.3 Employment status (local Gov./none Gov. , India and Overseas)
1.4 Agricultural status (% of people involved, main occupation, traditional/modern, inputs,
major crops, production)
1.5 Health status {major diseases inc. HIV/AIDS, health institutions within the Command Area
(CA)}
1.6 Educational status (literacy rate, educational institutions within the CA)
1.7 Population within the CA (hh, pop, ethnicity/indigenous etc.)
L. Identify the support of IMD/SMU
1.1 IDP preparation
1.2 Annual program
1.3 Training materials
1.4 ToT conduction
1.5 Others WUA requirement if any

Objective 2: To review the improvement of infrastructure through ESI
work
2.1 Identify the components of Essential Structures Improvement (ESI) through review of
documents, WUA and officials of IWRMP
2.2 Discuss each components with the members of WUA and identify the present status of ESI
works

Objective 3: To assess the water management activities within the subsystems
A. Canal operation
1.1 Canal Operation, operations targets at different level of irrigation service
1.2 Functions of water conveyance, controlling and measuring structures
1.3 Water controlling and distribution structures
1.4 Branch and Tertiary canals operation plan
1.5 Canal operation-at different water availability situation
1.6 Canal operation by WUA according to irrigation management transfer (IMT)
1.7 Normal and emergency canal operation by BC committee
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1.8 Communication for canal operation
1.9 WUA rules for controlling mal-operation of the canal and structures
B. Canal Maintenance
1.1 Formation of maintenance group, walk through survey for maintenance need assessment
and prioritization.
1.2 Preparation of canal maintenance plan and operation schedule and implementation schedule
1.3 Preparation of construction work plan and implementation schedule for earth work and
structural works mobilizing labor contribution.
1.4 Methods of works measurement and labor assessment.
1.5 WUA Monitoring of maintenance works
1.6 Methods of examination of quality of construction materials.
1.7 Tertiary canal maintenance techniques for higher efficiency
C. Water Management
1.1 Relation of plant, soil and water know how to the farmers
1.2 Stages and methods of irrigation in Rice, Wheat, Maize and Potato
1.3 Discharge measurement, Current meter, float and weirs ratings
1.4 Matching supply and demands in different situations (water shortage, excess and normal
period)
1.5 Preparation of water distribution schedule (proportionate and demand basis) in branch and
tertiary canals, methods of water distribution
1.6 Preparation of water distribution schedule in branch and tertiary canals
1.7 Preparation of parcellary map
1.8 Field irrigation scheduling from tertiary outlet.

Objective4: To evaluate mitigation measures for social and environmental
impacts
A. Social issues
1.1 Loss of private land and immobile assets (including structures, tress, orchards, etc.) requiring
involuntary acquisition for widening canal width, head regulator and other structures.
1.2 Loss of community resources and structures
1.3 Loss of source of income and lively hood
1.4 Health (including HIV/AIDS) and safety aspects of the labor and local people
1.5 Water rights - equity issue
1.6 Elite capture in both decisions making and accessing project benefits
1.7 Lack or inadequate consultation and participation
1.8 Disparity in accessing project benefits
1.9 Wage parity
1.10 Issues relating to women, dalits (Schedule Caste), janajatis (Schedule Tribes) and other
vulnerable sections
1.11 Conflicts and disputes and grievance redress mechanism
1.12 Other issues
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B. Environmental Issues
1.1 Erosion and Slope stability,
1.2 Spoil Bank Management
1.3 Unsustainable withdrawal of Water from Source (Surface/Ground water)
1.4 (D/S requirement of river for Bio-Diversity/ Depletion of GW table)
1.5 Excessive and unplanned quarrying of construction material
1.6 D/S water quality
1.7 Impediment of movement of wild life and people
1.8 Air quality/ Noise pollution
1.9 Aggradations / Degradation of river bed
1.10 Change in river morphology/ outflanking
1.11 Sediment intrusion
1.12 Water logging and drainage hazards
1.13 Disposal of construction spoils
1.14 Loss of timber, vegetation and deforestation
1.15 Loss of wild life due to project activities/ poaching/illegal fishing by labor
1.16 Nuisance due to disposal from labor camp
1.17 Any other issue

Objectives 5: To assess the activities of IMT agreement documents implement in
the field
A. Physical structures agreement
1.1 Identify infrastructures development in the agreement reports between IWRMP and WUA of
the system and evaluate according to the response given by project offices and WUA main
committee.
1.2 Identify the agreed methodology between IWRMP and WUA in operation and maintenance
and protection of the physical structures
1.3 Identify the various physical equipment provided and assess and review according to the
WUA and signed documents.
B. Institutional development
1.1 Identify the various capacity development and other training provided to members of WUA
and farmers and compare it with agreement signed between IWRMP and WUA
1.2 Review the IMT agreement documents and evaluate other efforts launched for the capacity
development of WUA and farmers.
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Annex II: WUA EC Name list
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Table 12: WUA EC Name list of WUCC,SMIS,Sitagunj
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Annex-III Field Photograph

FGD with WUCC

Training in SMIS, Sitagunj

Crop in command area of SMIS, Sitagunj

Farmers field school inSMIS, Sitagunj

ESI works in SMIS,Sitagunj

WUA Contribution work in SMIS,Sitagunj
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